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ABSTRACT
Motivation: Recent advances in high-throughput experimental
techniques have yielded a large amount of data on protein–protein
interactions (PPIs). Since these interactions can be organized into
networks, and since separate PPI networks can be constructed for
different species, a natural research direction is the comparative
analysis of such networks across species in order to detect
conserved functional modules. This is the task of network alignment.
Results: Most conventional network alignment algorithms adopt a
node-then-edge-alignment paradigm: they ﬁrst identify homologous
proteins across networks and then consider interactions among
them to construct network alignments. In this study, we propose
an alternative direct-edge-alignment paradigm. Speciﬁcally, instead
of explicit identiﬁcation of homologous proteins, we directly infer
plausibly alignable PPIs across species by comparing conservation
of their constituent domain interactions. We apply our approach to
detect conserved protein complexes in yeast–ﬂy and yeast–worm
PPI networks, and show that our approach outperforms two recent
approaches in most alignment performance metrics.
Availability: Supplementary material and source code can be found
at http://www.cs.duke.edu/∼amink/.
Contact: xinguo@cs.duke.edu; amink@cs.duke.edu
1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding complicated networks of interacting proteins is
a major challenge in systems biology. Recently, with the rapid
progress of high-throughput experimental techniques, protein–
protein interaction (PPI) databases have rapidly increased in size,
allowing for comparative analysis of PPI networks from which
conservedmodulescanbeidentiﬁedacrossPPInetworksofdifferent
species (Sharan and Ideker, 2006; Srinivasan et al., 2007). By
analogy to sequence alignment, this problem is called PPI network
alignment.
Typically, PPI network alignment algorithms compare PPI
networks of two or more species and identify conserved modules,
e.g. pathways or protein complexes. Often a PPI network is
represented as an undirected graph in which nodes indicate proteins
and edges indicate interactions. Hence, the network alignment
problem can also be viewed as a graph isomorphism problem.
Many network alignment algorithms have been proposed in
recent years and most of them focus on the pairwise alignment
of PPI networks. As an early approach, PathBLAST (Kelley
et al., 2003) proposed a likelihood-based scoring scheme to
search for conserved pathways. Sharan et al. (2005a) extended
PathBLAST to employ a greedy heuristic to detect conserved
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
protein complexes across species. NetworkBLAST-E (Hirsh and
Sharan, 2007) introduced an evolutionary model of networks into
the alignment scoring function to extract conserved complexes.
MaWISh (Koyutürk et al., 2006) merged pairwise interaction
networks into a single alignment graph and treated network
alignment as a maximum weight induced subgraph problem.
MNAligner (Li et al., 2007) described an integer quadratic
programming (IQP) model to identify conserved substructures.
Recently, several network alignment algorithms have been
developed that can align more than two species. Graemlin (Flannick
et al., 2006) is capable of aligning at least 10microbial networks
at once. NetworkBLAST (Sharan et al., 2005b), another extension
of PathBLAST, can align networks of up to three species, and
its later version, NetworkBLAST-M (Kalaev et al., 2008), can
align 10 networks with tens of thousands of proteins in minutes.
In addition, Singh et al. (2008) described a method inspired by
Google’s PageRank to detect global alignments from ﬁve eukaryotic
PPI networks.
All these network alignment algorithms follow a node-then-
edge-alignment paradigm. That is, they generally ﬁrst need to
identify homologous proteins across species before they can exploit
protein interaction and network topology information to detect
conserved subnetworks. The node alignment step essentially acts
as a ﬁlter, artiﬁcially constraining the search space of conserved
modules to putatively homologous protein pairs. However, proteins
rarely act alone. They interact with each other to carry out their
activities, and these interacting proteins are likely to evolve with
high correlation during the evolution of species (Goh et al., 2000;
Mintseris and Weng, 2005; Pazos et al., 1997). Furthermore, it
has been shown recently that such co-evolution is more evident if
we focus our attention on interacting domains that are responsible
for PPIs (Itzhaki et al., 2006; Jothi et al., 2006; Schuster-
Böckler and Bateman, 2007). Based on these observations, we
present DOMAIN, an algorithm for domain-oriented alignment
of interaction networks, that follows an alternative direct-edge-
alignment paradigm. DOMAIN does not explicitly restrict its
attention to putatively homologous proteins. Instead, it directly
aligns PPIs across species by decomposing PPIs in terms of their
constituent domain–domain interactions (DDIs) and looking for
conservationoftheseDDIs.WeapplyDOMAINtodetectconserved
protein complexes in yeast–ﬂy and yeast–worm PPI networks,
and demonstrate that it achieves better results than two previous
techniques in most performance metrics.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the details
of DOMAIN. Section 3 describes the quality assessment measures,
as well as the experimental results of DOMAIN compared with two
extant methods. In Section 4, we discuss implications of the results,
along with further directions.
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Fig. 1. Method overview. (1) Constructing APEs. The input of DOMAIN includes two PPI networks and the constituent domains of the proteins. Using this
information, DOMAIN calculates species-speciﬁc DDI probabilities, and then identiﬁes a set of APEs across networks. (2) Building an APE graph. An APE
graph is a merged representation of the PPI networks, in which each node represents an APE and each edge represents one of four network connectivities
connecting two APEs: (a) alignment extension, (b) node duplication, (c) edge indel (insertion/deletion), or (d) edge jump. The details of these connectivities
are given in Section 2.2. (3) Searching for high-scoring non-redundant subgraphs within the APE graph. We use a greedy heuristic to carry out this task.
2 METHODS
As illustrated in Figure 1, DOMAIN consists of three stages: (1) it constructs
a complete set of alignable pairs of edges (APEs); (2) it builds anAPE graph;
and (3) it employs a heuristic search to identify conserved protein complexes
across species. The three subsections that follow elaborate upon these three
stages.
2.1 Constructing and scoring APEs
Domains are structural and functional units of proteins. Many
studies (Bernard et al., 2007; Deng et al., 2002; Riley et al., 2005) have
revealed that direct PPIs are often mediated by interactions between the
constituent domains of the two interacting proteins.These studies have made
two particular assumptions that we adopt as well: (1) DDIs are independent
of each other, and (2) two proteins interact if at least one pair of domains
from two proteins interact. These assumptions allow us to formulate the
probability of an interaction between two proteins in terms of a ‘noisy-or’
over the DDIs that might possibly mediate the interaction between those
two proteins. In our network alignment scenario where we seek to align
edges directly, we additionally assume that a pair of cross-species PPIs can
be aligned to one other only if they are plausibly mediated by at least one
common DDI.
WerepresenttheinputPPInetworksfromtwospeciesasundirectedgraphs
G1(V1,E1) and G2(V2,E2), where nodes indicate proteins and edges indicate
the observed PPIs. We ﬁrst wish to construct a complete set ofAPEs. We say
that a pair of edges, e1∈E1 and e2∈E2,i salignable if there exists a DDI that
can plausibly mediate the two PPIs represented by that pair of edges. We
say that a DDI can plausibly mediate a PPI if the corresponding interaction
probability between the two domains is above some value  >0. Using a
non-zero value for   allows us to ﬁlter out domains between which there is
negligible evidence of a DDI.
For an edge e∈E1 or E2, we deﬁne D(e) to be all the possible interactions
between the constituent domains of the two proteins. Given the species-
speciﬁc probabilities of DDIs that mediate PPIs, we can then write the score
of an APE c=(e1,e2) using a ‘noisy-or’ formulation:
f(c)=Pr(e1,e2| 1, 2)=1−

dα,β∈D(e1)

D(e2)
(1−g(θ1
α,β,θ2
α,β))
where dα,β denotes an interaction between domains α and β, and θα,β =
Pr(dα,β), and  ={θα,β}. The function g(θ1
α,β,θ2
α,β) measures the probability
ofaligningthePPIe1 tothePPIe2 mediatedbyinteractionsbetweendomains
α and β. In this work, we have chosen to set g(θ1
α,β,θ2
α,β)=(θ1
α,β·θ2
α,β)1/2.
As previous authors have also done, to estimate the species-speciﬁc DDI
probabilities  , we applied the EM (expectation–maximization) algorithm
of Deng et al. (2002) for each given network.
2.2 Building an APE graph
The APE graph is motivated by the evolutionary model of PPI networks
suggested by Berg et al. (2004). The model indicates that PPI networks are
shaped primarily by two kinds of evolutionary events, link dynamics and
gene duplication. Link dynamics events are primarily caused by sequence
mutations of a gene and affect the connectivities of the protein whose
coding sequence undergoes mutations. Gene duplication, the second kind
of evolutionary event, is often followed by either silencing of one of
the duplicated genes or by functional divergence of the duplicates. From
the perspective of protein domains, a link dynamics event may result
from switching a constituent domain of a protein to another, or a change
in a domain’s interaction partners; a gene duplication event consists of
duplicationofoneprotein,followedbyadomainswitchingorbeingremoved
in one or both of the duplicates, or followed by progressive small changes
from point mutations that cause a change in domain interaction partners.
With this motivation in place, we deﬁne anAPE graph to be an undirected
weighted graph, where nodes correspond to the APEs identiﬁed above, and
edges correspond to one of four evolutionary relationships that we consider
between two APEs, as illustrated in Figure 2 and as listed below:
(a) Alignment extension: two APEs are connected if they share two
proteins, one per species.
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Fig. 2. Four connectivities in an APE graph. The details of these
connectivities are given in the text, and the legend is the same as in Figure 1.
(b) Node duplication: two APEs are connected if they share a protein in
one species and a PPI in the other.
(c) Edge indel (insertion/deletion): twoAPEs are connected if they share
a protein in one species and the graph distance between the two PPIs
in the other network is 1.
(d) Edge jump: in this case, all proteins within the twoAPEs are distinct,
but for each species, the graph distance between the two PPIs in their
correspondingnetworkis1.Weconsiderthiscasebecauseourcurrent
knowledge of both PPIs and DDIs is noisy and incomplete. Thus, if
there exists a pair of PPIs that can make two APEs connected in
each network, we treat the pair as a potential APE. Note that some
insigniﬁcant DDIs (probabilities of DDIs < ) are shared in such
potential APEs.
Given this deﬁnition of an APE graph, we note that every subgraph in an
APE graph corresponds to a network alignment.
Each node in anAPE graph contributes the score f(c) of its corresponding
APE, and each edge is scored by a positive number according to its
connection relationship. Using these edge scores, we want to reward
alignment extension and penalize both node duplication and edge indel. Let
γa,γb,γc andγd betheedgescoresofalignmentextension,nodeduplication,
edge indel and edge jump, respectively. We thus need to assign γa>1 and
γb,γc<1. Because we neither wish to reward nor penalize an edge jump, we
simply assign γd=1. For a subgraph Gs(Vs,Es) in anAPE graph, the overall
score for its corresponding network alignment is calculated as
S(Gs)=

e∈Es
γ(e)·

c∈Vs
f(c)
where γ(e) is the edge score for e∈Es, and f(c) is the score of theAPE c∈Vs.
2.3 Detecting protein complexes
Network alignment methods generally require a search algorithm to
detect high-scoring subgraphs from a single or several weighted graphs.
Such tasks are computationally difﬁcult, so a number of search heuristics
have been proposed: for example, PathBLAST uses randomized dynamic
programming to search for conserved pathways across networks, while
NetworkBLAST-E implements a greedy heuristic to search for conserved
protein complexes. As many pairwise network methods aim to identify
conserved protein complexes, for comparative purposes, we devise a greedy
heuristic for ﬁnding conserved protein complexes across species.
The heuristic aims to identify high-scoring non-redundant subgraphs
from the resultant APE graph. Speciﬁcally, exhaustively starting from each
APE, we iteratively expand the subgraph by introducing a new APE that
increases the alignment score the most, until any of the following empirical
stopping conditions occur: (i) the number of proteins in either species
exceeds an upper limit (we used 15); (ii) the score of the next expanding
APE is smaller than a threshold (we used 10−2); (iii) the overall alignment
score of the subgraph is smaller than a threshold (we used 10−3); or (iv)
the graph distance of the next expanding APE exceeds an upper limit
(we used 4). At the end, small and redundant subgraphs are removed
if the number of proteins in a subgraph is less than four, or if there
exists a higher scoring subgraph overlapping >80% of proteins in either
species.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Experimental setup
We compare our method to two extant pairwise network
alignment algorithms, NetworkBLAST and MaWISh. We do not
include NetworkBLAST-M and Graemlin in our comparisons
because they mainly focus on alignment of multiple networks,
and because Graemlin requires the unavailable in-house SRINI
algorithm (Srinivasan et al., 2006) to assign weights to PPIs. The
ISOrank algorithm aims at resolving a different problem of aligning
networks globally, while NetworkBLAST-E performs similarly to
NetworkBLAST and is not available online. We thus exclude these
methods from the comparisons as well.
We apply DOMAIN on yeast–ﬂy and yeast–worm PPI
networks taken from DIP (Database of Interacting Proteins, Oct
2008) (Xenarios et al., 2002), as they were widely used in pairwise
network alignment studies as benchmarks. The protein-to-domain
mappings are taken from Pfam (Pfam 23.0) (Finn et al., 2008),
and we only consider high-quality Pfam-A entries. Because not all
proteins contain signiﬁcant Pfam domains, we generate a so-called
‘backbone’ network, a subnetwork of DIP in which all proteins
contain at least one Pfam-A domain. As summarized in Table 1,
78.2% of MIPS annotated proteins and over 70% of GO annotated
proteins are contained in backbone networks.To simplify the setting
of the four γ parameters, we reduced the parameter space to one
dimension by insisting that γa=k, γb=γc=1/k and γd =1, for
some value of k>1. We found that DOMAIN was not sensitive to
changes in k. In the results that follow, we used k=10.
3.2 Experimental results
We employ three measures to evaluate the biological signiﬁcance
of the alignments: sensitivity/speciﬁcity, MIPS purity and GO
enrichment. These measures are also suggested in several other
network alignment studies (Dutkowski and Tiuryn, 2007; Hirsh and
Sharan, 2007; Kalaev et al., 2008).
The ﬁrst two measures use the known yeast protein complexes
cataloged in MIPS (May 2006) (Mewes et al., 2002) as a
gold standard. We exclude category 550 (obtained from high-
throughput experiments) and only use complexes at level 3 or lower.
Inconsequence,thereexist122MIPScomplexesspanning519yeast
proteins in the yeast backbone network, 62 of which contain at
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Table 1. Summary of backbone networks
DIP Backbone DIP
Yeast Fly Worm Yeast Fly Worm
Number of PPIs 17528 22381 4038 11426 11013 2213
Number of proteins 4928 7446 2644 3300 4500 1620
Number of GO annotated proteinsa 4625 4477 1566 3280 3253 1145
Number of MIPS annotated proteinsb 1100 – – 860 – –
aWith respect to the biological process annotation of Gene Ontology.
bExcluding MIPS category 550.
least three proteins and span 438 proteins. For each identiﬁed yeast
alignment, we try to ﬁnd a complex from MIPS that maximizes
the hypergeometric score and calculate an empirical enrichment
P-value. The signiﬁcance level is obtained from sampling 10000
random sets of proteins of the same size, and the P-values
are corrected for multiple testing using the false discovery rate
(FDR) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Then, the speciﬁcity is
deﬁned as the percent of yeast alignments that have a signiﬁcant
matchinMIPS(P<0.05),andthesensitivityisdeﬁnedasthepercent
of MIPS alignments that have signiﬁcant matches in the resulting
alignments. Moreover, an alignment is called a pure alignment
if it satisﬁes two conditions: (i) it contains at least three MIPS
annotated proteins and (ii) there exists a complex in MIPS that
covers >75% of its MIPS annotated proteins. We report purity,
calculated by the number of pure alignments divided by the total
number of alignments with at least three MIPS annotated proteins,
as an alternative measure of the sensitive identiﬁcation of speciﬁc
complexes.
GO enrichment measures the functional coherence of the proteins
in an identiﬁed alignment with respect to the biological process
annotation of GO, for each species separately. We use the tool GO
TermFinder (Boyle et al., 2004) to compute empirical enrichment
P-values, and correct for multiple testing using FDR. For each
species, we report the fraction of process-coherent alignments with
P-value <0.05 (considering only the alignments with at least one
GO annotated protein).
We chose to set the probability threshold of DDIs   to the low
but non-zero value of 10−20 so as to take into account as much
DDI information as possible. For yeast–ﬂy alignment, DOMAIN
generated an APE graph consisting of 6918 APEs with 47964
alignment extension links, 24549 node duplication links, 5573 edge
indel links and 1149 edge jump links; for yeast–worm alignment,
it returned a 1410-node APE graph with 4230 alignment extension
links, 4087 node duplication links, 140 edge indel links and 37 edge
jump links. For accurate comparison, we applied NetworkBLAST
and MaWISh on backbone networks with their suggested parameter
settings [see Koyutürk et al. (2006) and Sharan et al. (2005b) for
details]. As summarized in Tables 2 and 3, DOMAIN identiﬁed
more signiﬁcant non-redundant alignments than NetworkBLAST
and MaWISh in both alignments—explaining the good scores
on the sensitivity metric—but also managed to outperform the
other methods on the speciﬁcity and purity metrics. Indeed, it
achievedthehighestperformanceonalmosteveryevaluationmetric,
and in the instances in which it was bested, the difference is
slight.
The running time of DOMAIN is comparable with MaWISh and
NetworkBLAST. DOMAIN is currently implemented in Perl, and
its running time on yeast–ﬂy and yeast–worm backbone networks
is <1min (Intel Core 2 CPU 6600@2.4GHz, 2GB RAM). Because
the running time is so small, we were able to exhaustively expand
from all APEs. If for some reason we needed to further reduce
computational complexity, we could instead consider an alternative
expansion strategy where we would expand only from ‘seed’APEs.
The idea would be that if a protein complex is conserved in
many species, the PPIs in this complex are likely to be conserved
as well, and therefore the corresponding subgraph in the APE
graph should contain many alignment extension links. With this
in mind, we could rank the APEs by counting the number of their
surrounding alignment extension links and select, say, the top 25%
as seeds for expansion. We tested this, and the results were nearly
identical to those listed in Tables 2 and 3, but the running time
for yeast–ﬂy and yeast–worm alignments reduces to 30 and 15s,
respectively. In our case, the running time was not a problem,
but it is reassuring that a seed-based expansion strategy seems
to be effective at reducing the running time without affecting the
results.
3.3 Case studies
DOMAIN is sensitive at detecting small network alignments
that might be deemed by other algorithms to be topologically
insigniﬁcant. For example, DOMAIN reported a network alignment
between the yeast NEF1 complex and the ﬂy proteins mei-9, Ercc1
and Xpac with high conﬁdence (Fig. 3). The GO process coherence
of these three ﬂy proteins is signiﬁcant: nucleotide excision repair
(P 10−8), DNA repair (P 10−6), cellular response to DNA
damage stimulus (P 10−6), etc. However, neither MaWISh nor
NetworkBLAST reports any alignment involving the yeast NEF1
complex. They are likely to miss such alignments because (i)
the sequence similarity between Rad10 and Ercc1 is insigniﬁcant
(BLAST E-value  10−8) and may be ignored if using a restrictive
BLAST E-value threshold [e.g. 10−10 suggested in Hirsh and
Sharan(2007)],and(ii)thisalignmentconsistsofonlythreematched
proteinsandtwoconservedinteractions,soitmaynotbesufﬁciently
topologically signiﬁcant for some aligners to detect. On the other
hand, the DDIs within this alignment are well-conserved across
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Table 2. Performance comparisons of DOMAIN with NetworkBLAST and MaWISh on yeast–ﬂy backbone networks
Method No. of complexes No. of proteins Speciﬁcity (%) Sensitivity (%) MIPS purity (%) GO enrichment
Yeast Fly Yeast (%) Fly (%)
DOMAIN 100 338 313 34.0 9.0 66.7 89.0 78.0
NetworkBLAST 82 299 213 31.7 7.4 40.6 87.8 79.3
MaWISh 54 193 142 18.5 4.1 30.0 75.9 66.7
The largest value in each column is indicated in bold.
Table 3. Performance comparisons of DOMAIN with NetworkBLAST and MaWISh on yeast–worm backbone networks
Method No. of complexes No. of proteins Speciﬁcity Sensitivity(%) MIPS purity GO enrichment
Yeast Worm Yeast(%) Worm(%)
DOMAIN 21 84 63 36.4 3.3 75.0 90.5 9.5
NetworkBLAST 19 82 51 7.7 0.8 60.0 89.5 10.5
MaWISh 11 42 32 11.1 1.6 42.8 63.6 9.1
The largest value in each column is indicated in bold.
Fig. 3. DOMAIN reports a network alignment between the yeast NEF1
complex (MIPS category 510.180.10.10) and the ﬂy proteins mei-9, Ercc1
and Xpac. The object to the right of the double arrow depicts the
corresponding subgraph of this alignment in the APE graph.
species (the DDI probabilities of ERCC4-Rad10 are 1.00 in both
species; the DDI probabilities of Rad10-XPA_C are 1.00 and 0.54
in yeast and ﬂy, respectively).
Another advantage of DOMAIN is that often it provides a
more comprehensive means of interpreting the identiﬁed network
alignments,becauseproteindomainsaredirectlyrelevanttofunction
in many cases. For instance, Rad14 and Xpac may play a similar
role in the biological process of nucleotide excision repair, as they
share a common XPA_C domain. Furthermore, although the XPA_N
domainisnotreportedasasigniﬁcantdomainforRad14inPfam(E-
value=0.023), the alignment of yeast Rad14 to ﬂy Xpac suggests
that XPA_N is potentially an important functional domain in Rad14.
Identifying conserved biological pathways across species is
another important application of network alignment. Figure 4a
demonstrates an example of alignment reported by DOMAIN
Fig. 4. (a) DOMAIN reports an alignment between 10 yeast proteins and 3
wormproteinsthatsigniﬁcantlymatchesthepathwayofSNAREinteractions
in vesicular transport in KEGG. (b) An example of improving network
alignment by combining several cross-species pairwise alignments. (Green,
yeast proteins; blue, ﬂy proteins; orange, worm proteins.)
between 10 yeast proteins and three worm proteins, in which nine
of the yeast proteins (all except Nyv1) and all three worm proteins
are known to be involved in the pathway of SNARE interactions in
vesicular transport in KEGG (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000).
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Alignment performance may further be improved by combining
several cross-species pairwise network alignments. Figure 4b shows
an example of combining three alignments taken from yeast–ﬂy,
yeast–worm and ﬂy–worm network alignments, respectively. By
aligning yeast and ﬂy networks, DOMAIN detects an alignment
between three ﬂy proteins (CG8142, RfC3, and RfC40) and seven
yeast proteins, and four of them (Rfc1-4) are involved in the
replication factor C complex (MIPS: 410.40.30). As the yeast
replication factor C complex contains ﬁve proteins (Rfc1-5), the
F-score1 is 0.67. Further, we see that two worm proteins (F44B9.8
and Rfc-2) are aligned to all these three ﬂy proteins in ﬂy–worm
alignment and three of these seven yeast proteins (Rfc2-4) in
yeast–worm alignment. This three-way alignment suggests that the
alignment between ﬂy proteins CG8142, RfC3 and RfC40 and yeast
proteins Rfc2-4 are of high conﬁdence, and the F-score is increased
to 0.75.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we described DOMAIN, a domain-oriented pairwise
network alignment framework. To our knowledge, DOMAIN
is the ﬁrst algorithm to introduce protein domains into the
network alignment problem. Also, DOMAIN uses a novel direct-
edge-alignment paradigm to directly detect equivalent PPI pairs
across species and suggests a new graph representation to
merge these equivalent PPI pairs and their network evolutionary-
based relationships into one graph. We tested DOMAIN to
identify conserved protein complexes in the yeast–ﬂy and yeast–
worm protein interaction networks, and the experimental results
show that DOMAIN exhibits better performance than two
recent pairwise network alignment methods in most performance
metrics.
Although DOMAIN can be applied only to the subset of proteins
with domain mappings, we notice that most functionally annotated
proteins contain domain structures and remain in this subset. To
overcome this restriction, we may employ a larger domain database,
e.g. CDD (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2007), or combine DOMAIN with
other network aligners. In addition, as the set of deﬁned domains
expands and is reﬁned over time, this will gradually become less of
a restriction.
Further directions for research include extending this approach to
multiplenetworkalignmentandtonetworkquerying.Sincemultiple
network alignment requires more than two networks by deﬁnition,
we would simply need to devise an appropriate scoring scheme that
can handle more than a pair of alignable PPIs at once, and then
extend the notion of the APE graph accordingly.
The goal of network querying is to identify subnetworks in a
given network that are similar to the query. Typically, the query is
a hypothetical or known functional module. We may simply treat
the query as a small input network and apply our DOMAIN method
directly on it. A more sophisticated approach would be to devise
a sequence-proﬁle-like structure to describe the DDI contents of
the network query, as well as perhaps constructing such structures
for the full network as a one-time expense for many successive
queries.
1F-score is deﬁned as F=2×(precision×recall)/(precision+recall).
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